The report will consist of two parts. Firstly we will briefly outline the Suffa Large Radiotelescope Project status and then we would like to present the preparation of local radio astronomers. The new radio astronomy telescope RT70-Suffa with 70m main adaptive reflector should be installed on Suffa plateau (not far from Samarkand, Uzbekistan) at 2350 m altitude in near future (see, e.g., V.Trimble, S&T, v101, 51, 2001). Originally it was designed as a basic part of the Earth-Space VLBI system (N.S.Kardashev, Report in NASA HQ, Washington, 1992; N.Kardashev et al, Acta Astronautica, v37, 271, 1995; URL http://www.asc.rssi.ru/suffa/). Spectral bands of the telescope will cover wavelength range 0.8-60 mm. The site provides good seeing conditions of for cm-mm range. RT70-Suffa will be operational for: a) Space-Earth interferometry with space-born radio telescopes Radioastron and Millimetron; b)independent centimeter, millimeter and submillimeter observations; c)ground-based interferometric campaigns. Recently the project's layouts have been considerably modernized and updated to build up the state-of-art instrument. Now we make steps to further explore the Suffa site more deep and to learn the main 'radio astro climate' parameters by means of a new technology ('radioseeing', radio transparency in different submm, mm and cm bands, PWV, their intercorrelation and correlation with meteoparameters) for the atmosphere modelling at the site and try to forecast the "radio-weather" for optimal planning the scientific schedule of the future telescope. The preparation and training of young local radio astronomers who will operate and make a research using this facility are also within our major aims. National University of Uzbekistan(NUU) and the State University of Information Technology(SUIT) are considering as a basic for teaching students for these purposes. We started to read lectures on appropriate curricula at Astronomy and Physics Departments of NUU (further at SUIT) and select students with good capacity and skills. These students will work to measure radioseeing data, take part in completing the instrument and after graduation they would train in radio astronomy centers in Russia and abroad. Such multiple step preparation of a personnel for RT70-Suffa could allow us to permanently produce new generation of young radio astronomers and operational engineers for this exciting project. Both a new first class major mmastronomy instrument and effective system of training of young astronomers together with a broad international collaboration undoubtedly will facilitate for accelerating the rate of astronomical discovery.
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